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Phoneme inventory

Eastern and Western Armenian have similar phoneme inventories, but 
Eastern has more phonemes (in parentheses)
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Laryngeal contrast

• Among stops, Eastern Armenian makes a 3-way laryngeal 
contrast /p, ph, b/. The orthography provides a letter for each 
phoneme. Final unaspirates are variably glottalized.

• 3-way contrasts are pretty common in the area.

• In Western Armenian, the 3-way contrast is reduced to 2-way. 
The /p/ and /b/ are switched.

East. West.
<բ> /b/ [bɑr] /ph/ [phɑr] ‘word’ բառ

<պ> /p/ [pɑɾ] /b/ [bɑɾ] ‘dance’ պար

<փ> /ph/ [phɑk] /ph/ [phɑk] ‘yard’ փակ



Laryngeal contrast

• Geographically, the exact phonetic values for the 2-way contrast 
in Western varies by the speaker’s society 

• Lebanese Arabic has a [b-p] distinction, so Western Armenian 
speakers in Lebanon use the [b-p] distinction

• Language contact causes Western speakers to adopt the 
phonetic system of their surrounding

Lebanon USA Turkey

”voiced” 
labial

[bɑɾ] [pɑɾ] [bɑɾ] ‘dance’ պար

“voiceless
” labial

[pɑk] [phɑk] [phɑk] ‘yard’ փակ



Rhotic contrast

• Eastern Armenian has a phonemic trill and flap (spirantized)

• For Eastern speakers in Iran, the flap is actually a retroflex 
approximant

• Western Armenian doesn’t have a phonemic trill

• Rhotic changes are typologically common

Eastern 
(Armenia)

Eastern 
(Iran)

Western

<ռ> /r/ /r/ /ɾ/ ռամկական

[rɑmkɑkɑn] [rɒmkɒkɒn] [ɾɑmɡɑɡɑn] ‘democratic’
<ր> /ɾ/ /ɻ/ /ɾ/ Րաֆֆի

/ɾɑfi/ /ɻɒfi/ /ɾɑfi/ ‘Raffi’



Vowel space

• Both dialects utilize same basic set of vocalic phonemes = 
canonical set of 5 vowels plus schwa

• Midvowels have variable ATR: lax [ɛ, ɔ] or tense [e, o]

• Across dialects, Eastern Armenian in Iran uses rounded /ɒ/ 
instead of unrounded /ɑ/ because of Persian contact

• For glide-vowel sequences, the Eastern /ju/ sequence is (usually) 
pronounced as [ʏ] in Western because of contact with Turkic

o `guest’:   EA [hjuɾ]  հյուր WA [hʏɾ] հիւր

/i/ /u/
/e/ /ə/ /o/

/ɑ/



Stress

• Regular stress is ‘final’ like most other languages in the area, 
but… stress is on the rightmost non-schwa vowel

• Some morphemes trigger irregular stress before or after them. 
Prestressing suffixes are common in Turkic, and stressed 
prefixes are common in Iranian.

West. East.
պատասխան [bɑ.dɑs.ˈχɑn] [pɑ.tɑs.ˈχɑn] ‘answer’
երբեմն [jeɾˈ.pʰe.mən] [jeɾˈ.pʰe.mən] 'sometimes’
հինգերորդ [ˈhiŋkʰ-eɾoɾtʰ] [ˈhiŋɡ-eɾoɾtʰ]

[hiŋɡ-eɾˈoɾtʰ]
‘fifth’

չայրեմ [ˈtʃʰ-ɑj.ɾem] [tʃʰ-ɑj.ˈɾem] ‘I don’t burn’



Syllable structure

• Typical syllable is max CVCC, like other languages in the area

• Complex onsets are typically avoided, except for /Cj/

• Complex codas typically have falling sonority, except the 
extrasyllabic appendix /kh/ can be added after consonant cluster

Western Eastern
V [u] [u] ‘and’ ու

CV [ɡɑ] [kɑ] ‘it exists’ կա, կայ

CVC [ɡɑn] [kɑn] ‘they exist’ կան

CVCC [ɡɑnkh] [kɑnkh] ‘we exist’ կանք

CjVCC [ɡjɑnkh] [kjɑnkh] ‘life’ կյանք, կեանք

CVCC-kh [bɑɾtkh] [pɑɾtkh] ‘debt’ պարտք



Schwa epenthesis

• Even though Armenian is generally a CVCC language, the 
orthography shows long sequences of consonants

• These clusters are predictably broken up in speech via schwa 
epenthesis. (Eastern transcription)

• Location of schwa depends on a lot of factors (morphology, 
sonority, directional syllabification)

2C 3C 4C 5C 6C
դնել գրպան մկրտել ճմռթկել քրթմնջել
<dnel> <ɡɾpɑn> <mkɾtel> <tʃmrtʰkel> <kʰɾtʰmndʒɑl>

[də.nel] [ɡəɾ.pɑn] [mə.kəɾ.tel] [tʃə.mərtʰ.kel] [kʰəɾtʰ.mən.dʒɑl]

‘to put’ ‘pocket’ ‘to baptize’ ‘to wrinkle’ ‘to mutter’



ideas

One common thing across Armenian phonology is that it‘s very specific to 
dialect and region

Try to find an Armenian-speaking community near you. 

Try to elicit and transcribe the words in the presentation on Praat. 

See how easily their speech matches what you see in the slides vs. the 
phonology of the dominant language.
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